Pruning strategies on trees that were damaged in storms, topped, or lions-tailed may be one of the most misunderstood pruning types. Tree structure can sometimes be improved dramatically with restoration pruning. Understanding restoration pruning can help urban foresters, arborists, and citizens make informed decisions on trees damaged many years ago. This educational program will develop new resources that will teach the basics of how to manage trees damaged in storms.

**CEUs**

ISA CEUs  🍃 Certified Arborist, Science, Municipal Specialist, TW Climber Specialist

---

8:00 AM - 8:30 AM  Registration
8:30 AM -10:00 AM  Introduction to tree structure
                  - Tree response to strong storm events.
10:00 AM -10:15 AM  BREAK
10:15 AM-12:00 PM  Structural perils in storm damaged trees
                  - Can trees really be restored?
12:00 PM -12:45 PM  LUNCH
12:45 PM - 2:00 PM  Restoration pruning: perspective & case histories.
2:00 PM -  4:00 PM  Outdoor pruning Demonstration: Preventing future damage
                    & returning dignity to damaged trees
4:00 PM -  4:15 PM  Wrap-up, Evaluation and CEU's